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A rich, amazake-flavored health drink full of essential amino acids and fiber

Japan’s traditional all-in-one
vitamin and mineral drink

Kankororin

New! An amazake-flavored health drink made from sweet
potatoes grown on the Goto Islands, Nagasaki Prefecture.
Perfect as a snack when dieting or for when you feel
peckish ♡
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Name

Kankororin

Data

Description Amazake-flavored non-alcoholic drink
Origin

Goto Islands, Nagasaki Prefecture

Features

No additives, no sugar, non-alcoholic

Released

May 10, 2012

Price

750 yen（excl. sales tax）
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Ingredients: Malted rice, rice (100% domestic),
locally produced purple sweet potatoes
Manufacturer: Shinozaki Co., Ltd.
Retailer: Goto Islands Fan Club
Enquiries: Goto Islands Fan Club
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Hantomari, a scenic village with
five households and nine people!
Located in the westernmost
part of the Goto Islands.

☎ 0959-73-0480

No one lives beyond Hantomari. A village once
existed further west, but was abandoned, so
Hantomari is one of Japan’s frontiers. This narrow
community, with its 500 meter radius, is like a
miniature garden with a pure river flowing from the
mountains and fields surrounded by clear, blue seas.
The sweet potatoes used to produce Kankororin are
grown in this scenic spot. Mass production is
difficult, because everything is done by hand, but
Hantomari’s sweet potatoes are nurtured with care.
The sweet potatoes grown in this idyllic environment
are full of flavor, giving Kankororin its rich taste.

http://gotofanclub.jp/
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